Benefits And Dangers Of An SEC Wells Submission

Law360, New York (December 17, 2009) — The principle of *Primum non nocere*, or first do no harm, has been a fundamental teaching to medical students for hundreds of years.

This logical proposition, that it is sometimes better to exercise restraint in response to a known danger then to take action that might make matters worse, is valuable advice not just for doctors, but lawyers as well.

This advice is especially timely for counsel defending actions against the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in the current heightened enforcement environment.[1]

The SEC has recently adopted new strategies and techniques in an effort to “bring cases faster, with greater impact and, most importantly, to secure litigation victories at trial.”[2]

In Securities Act Release 5310, the commission gave public notice of its discretionary practice of allowing those involved in commission investigations to submit a statement setting forth their position on the matter.[3]

This submission, commonly referred to as a “Wells submission,” can be a useful opportunity for prospective defendants to sway the commission to reduce potential liability or in some cases even convince the commission to stop their investigation.

Tempted with the possibility of halting litigation before it even begins, many practitioners might not stop to consider the very real dangers a Wells submission presents.

Before submitting a Wells submission, practitioners need to be aware of the commission’s position that the submission could be used against their client in a future proceeding by the commission as an admission against interest under Federal Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2); shared with the U.S. Department of Justice in a parallel criminal proceeding; expose the client to potential false statement charges; and be used by third parties in civil litigation.

With the Division of Enforcement focused on becoming leaner, faster and tougher — does this mean that the Wells process, long thought of as an avenue to prevent unnecessary enforcement actions, could become a risk not worth taking?
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The Wells Submission Process

In the absence of ongoing fraud or immediate threat to the public, at the conclusion of an investigation the Division of Enforcement will often provide the prospective defendant with a “Wells notice.”

The Wells notice informs the individual that the commission is considering recommending an action against them, the potential violations they could be charged with, and the ability of the individual to respond through a Wells submission.\(^4\)

The Wells notice will also warn the person involved in the investigation of the risk of submitting a Wells submission.

The notice often contains language informing the recipient that “any Wells submission may be used by the commission in any action or proceeding that it brings and may be discoverable by third parties in accordance with applicable law.”\(^5\)

While including such a warning is not required by the commission, at least one court has refused to admit a Wells submission in part on the grounds that the defendant had not been adequately warned of the potential for the Wells submission to be used against him in later proceedings.\(^6\)

As a matter of practice, the commission maintains that it will reject a Wells submission that attempts to limit the commission’s ability to use the submission in later proceedings.\(^7\)

After receiving the Wells notice, the potential defendant and their counsel need to make the determination whether or not to submit a Wells. This decision will often turn on the nature of the argument to be presented to the commission.

Wells submissions are usually not the appropriate vehicle to address heated factual disputes but, rather, are best suited to address legal and policy questions the commission might not have fully considered.

The commission never intended the Wells process to resolve factual issues; “[w]here a proposed administrative proceeding is involved, the commission wishes to avoid the possible danger of apparent prejudgment involved in considering conflicting contentions, especially as to factual matters ... [c] consequently, submissions by prospective defendants or respondents will normally prove most useful in connection with questions of policy, and on occasion, questions of law.”\(^8\)

Thus, submissions that focus on litigation risks, disproportionate penalties, or novel policy questions are likely to be the most effective.

The Benefits

While meeting with members of the staff of the Division of Enforcement to discuss the facts and merits of a given case can be quite meaningful, it is the commissioners and not the staff who ultimately vote to decide whether to institute an enforcement action.

The Wells process was created in order for the commission to have an opportunity to hear the prospective defendant’s arguments before making a final decision.\(^9\)
Filing a Wells submission allows direct access to the commissioners and their senior advisers outside the Division of Enforcement, including the SEC’s Office of the General Counsel.

Accordingly, the Wells submission can be a unique opportunity for defense counsel to advocate before the commission, allowing consideration of all of the possible facts, policy arguments and litigation risks before formal proceedings are initiated against their client.

At their best, Wells submissions can convince the staff not to recommend an enforcement action and persuade the commission not to authorize one, even over the staff’s recommendation.

Even if a complete declination is not possible, the submission can also allow the practitioner to argue in favor of dropping certain charges or penalties sought, or may convince the staff to adopt a different posture during settlement negotiations.

Whether by narrowing the charges or successfully avoiding litigation altogether, the Wells submission offers the unique potential to communicate directly with the decision makers, something other federal and state agencies don’t regularly offer.

The Dangers

Settlement Discussion vs. Admission

The commission routinely takes the position that statements made in a Wells submission can be used against the defendant in subsequent proceedings under FRE 801(d)(2). The statements can be used either to impeach the defendant or as admissions against interest.

Due to the fact that the commission “routinely seeks to introduce submissions made pursuant to Rule 5(c) as evidence in commission enforcement proceedings, when the staff deems appropriate,” the practitioner drafting the Wells submission must be extraordinarily careful in making any factual statements that could later be used as admissions against the prospective defendant.

To make the decision even more difficult, there is a lack of case law on the topic of the admissibility of Wells submissions, leaving defense counsel to make a decision without a definite answer.

While the commission maintains its admissibility, at least one court has held that submissions containing settlement discussions are inadmissible under Federal Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2).

However, as will be discussed in greater detail below, at least one other court has held that even Wells submissions containing settlement discussions could be admissible if the settlement discussion can be excised from the rest of the submission.

Criminal Proceedings

Now more than ever before, it is common practice for the commission to coordinate with the U.S. Department of Justice in its investigations and to share evidence, including Wells Submissions.

Thus while intended only to be used by the SEC, Wells submissions can and have been used against defendants in collateral criminal proceedings.
Potential defendants have the right to exercise their Fifth Amendment right when testifying before the commission[15] and those who believe they might also face criminal indictment often invoke this protection.[16]

If the potential defendant is in such a situation, counsel must exercise extreme caution when deciding whether to submit a Wells, and if one is submitted, be meticulous to ensure that no statement in the Wells could be interpreted as a waiver of the client’s Fifth Amendment rights.

It is important for the practitioner to be aware that while in the litigation proceeding the “Wells” process is taking place. It begins after the staff has completed its investigation but before defense counsel has had the opportunity to benefit from any discovery.

Thus, the submission is drafted at a time when defense counsel does not have access to key facts, including third party documents and sworn statements of other witnesses.

There is the very real concern that as more information comes to light, legal theories and defenses might need to change. Once the Wells is submitted, though, the practitioner becomes wedded to a single theory of the case.

Worse yet, a statement that the practitioner and defendant honestly believe to be fully accurate and true may later turn out to be mistaken. While extremely rare, a knowingly false statement from a Wells submission could then be used in subsequent proceedings not only on impeachment grounds but open the client up to the possibility of criminal false statement charges.[17]

Civil Wars

Years later, even if enforcement proceedings and criminal litigation are declined or successfully defended against, the Wells submission can still come back to haunt the subject of an investigation in third-party civil litigation.[18]

If requested, submissions can be protected under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) while the commission’s investigation is open.[19] However, once the investigation is closed, the Wells submissions can be obtained through FOIA requests.[20]

While several Circuits have addressed whether voluntary Wells submissions waive the attorney work product protection,[21] only one case has squarely addressed whether Wells submissions are discoverable in subsequent civil litigation.[22]

In In re Initial Public Offering Securities Litigation, plaintiffs sought discovery of defendants’ Wells submission which addressed the same allegations as the current litigation.[23] Defendants objected on the grounds that the Wells submission constituted settlement materials and was therefore not admissible.

The court disagreed, holding Wells submissions as discoverable as long as they are “admissible, because they are relevant to a claim or defense” or will “reasonably lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.”[24]
This ruling was based, in part, on the fact that Federal Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2) addresses admissibility of settlement discussions, not discoverability.

Thus, while settlement discussions in a Wells could not be admitted as direct proof of liability, they could theoretically be admitted on other grounds or just for impeachment.

Further, the court noted that offers of settlement are not “intrinsically part of Wells submissions” and are usually easily severable from the rest of the submission.[25]

While there is scant case law discussing admissibility of Wells submissions in third-party civil litigation, the commission’s routine use of Wells under Federal Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2) and the Court’s ruling make the possibility of admission too risky for any practitioner to ignore.

**Minimizing the Dangers**

After the Wells process is complete, if the commission, a criminal prosecutor, or other civil litigant seeks to admit the submission under Federal Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2), it is important to be aware of potential challenges to its admission.

Unless the Wells submission was specifically adopted by the potential defendant, the submission is usually treated as a statement against interest by an agent.[26]

Defense counsel should raise agency challenges to limit attribution of the statement to counsel and not to the defendant.

If the submission contains opinions regarding the proper statutory interpretation or professional standards, such as Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, then the admissibility of the Wells should be challenged as expert opinion submitted by an unqualified expert.[27]

While courts interpret the commission and the prospective defendant to be adversarial during the Wells process,[28] the submission is made voluntarily with an eye towards cooperating with the commission during its investigation and statements that were once not prejudicial can become so once litigation has commenced.

Counsel should always consider objecting to admission into evidence under Federal Rules of Evidence 403 on the grounds that the Wells submission is being taken out of context and therefore have an unjust prejudicial effect.

Finally, counsel should be aware of the potential need for limiting instructions when there are multiple Wells submissions from multiple defendants.

In many cases a limiting instruction will not be practicable and defense counsel will need to request the judge to deny admission of the Wells submission or sever the proceedings.

**Conclusion**

After receiving a Wells notice the practitioner should begin by considering all of the potentially negative ramifications of a Wells submission in the particular scenario.
If the risk of criminal charges is high and there is a significant amount of factual dispute, the Wells process may not ultimately serve your client’s interest.

However, if after careful deliberation, the decision is made to submit a Wells, a carefully drafted submission can minimize the collateral risks.

The Wells should focus on policy issues and litigation risks that the commission will face in an enforcement proceeding. While it is common for submissions to begin with a factual summary, this section should be brief and only contain facts that are not open to dispute.

With careful drafting and an eye toward possible downstream litigation, a Wells submission can be a powerful tool for a skilled defense counsel.

However, with the promise of more staff, more aggressive tactics and a hardliner at the helm, the careful SEC defense counsel has to ponder whether a Wells submission intended to be a shield against an unfounded enforcement action could wind up being a sword used against their own client.
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